
COVID-19 Safe Dance Plan 
- All of our students are required to self assess for any symptoms before coming to 

class each week. If they or anyone in your household has any symptoms of 
COVID-19, exposure to a case of COVID-19 or have travelled outside of Manitoba 
within the past 14 days they will be required to stay home. This will be run via the 
honour system, and your signature on our COVID-19 waiver form represents your 
understanding to follow outlined rules and to be honest with Tarantism Dance 
Company regarding any symptoms and/or travel history.

- All of our staff will also be self assessing before each class and will not attend if they 
have any symptoms or if anyone in their household has symptoms. If a substitute 
teacher can not be found for the class it will be rescheduled.

- Everyone entering the facility ages 5+ must wear a mask that covers their nose 
and mouth the entire time they are in the facility. Masks must be covering the nose 
and mouth prior to entering the facility.

- Students must come dressed for class. All changing areas are closed.
- Everyone will sanitize their hands upon entering our facility.
- Each student will enter our facility one at a time, remove their outdoor clothing then 

place in a designated sanitized spot.
- Food, other then water, will not be allowed in the facility.
- After removing their outdoor clothing and placing in a designated sanitized spot 

students will then proceed to their designated studio spot that will be marked on the 
floor for easy identification throughout class time.

- Students in a trial class are able to have 1 (one) parent or guardian enter the facility 
with them and wait in the faculty while they take their class.

- Frequently touched surfaces will be sanitized between classes.
- If a dancer is feeling unwell during a class they will be removed from the studio into a 

separate area and a parent will be contacted immediately and must come pick them 
up.

- Our washrooms are only open to our students for emergency use. Please use the 
washroom before coming to class. 

- Each student will exit their studio one at a time, get their outdoor clothing, get 
dressed in a physically distanced spot then exit the facility one at a time.

- All areas where students will place their belongings will be sanitized between uses.

Please note that this is a working document. As guidelines change so will our safe dance 
plan. We will update all TDC families as needed with any new plans that may occur.
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